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Abstract—Gap waveguide is a promising transmission struc-
ture, especially for millimeter wave and THz applications. It
does not require conductive connection between the top and
bottom plates, and therefore this technology gain advantages
over conventional rectangular waveguides and SIWs (Substrate
Integrated Waveguides) above 100 GHz. In this paper, a new pin
form, the half-height pin, is proposed for the gap waveguide. This
new half-height pin form has similar stop-band performance as
the previous quarter-wavelength long pin form. However, there
must be such half-height pins on both the upper and lower plates,
in contrast to one of the two having pins in the original gap
waveguide. The shorter length of the pins makes the fabrication
of the pin surface much easier, such as by e.g. die-forming,
molding or MEMS technology. The current work paves the way
for mass production of gap waveguide devices and systems at
millimeter wave and THz.

Index Terms—gap waveguide, half-height pin, stop-band band-

width.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gap waveguides [1] are realized in the gap between two

parallel metal plates, with periodic metal pins on the bottom

plate to play the role of an AMC (Artificial Magnetic Conduc-

tor), and with a smooth surface on the metal top plate working

as a PEC (Perfect Electrical Conductor). No electromagnetic

waves can propagate in the gap, except along some guiding

structures, such as ridges in the ridge gap waveguides and

grooves in the groove gap waveguides, and only under the

condition that the gap between the top of the pins and the top

plate is smaller than a quarter wavelength. Since the waves

only propagate through air, there is no dielectric losses. Thus,

the gap waveguides have the advantage of lower loss than

microstrip lines and SIWs (Substrate Integrated Waveguide),

where the waves propagate in dielectric materials. In addition,

we can use larger transverse dimensions than in microstrip

lines, and therefore the conductive losses will also be smaller.

Till now, several gap waveguide antennas array [2]–[6] and

components, such as coupler, filter and power divider [7]–

[14] have been designed with good performance, and the gap

waveguide has also been shown to be capable of packaging

passive and active components realized with other transmission

line or waveguide technologies [15].

The fact that the gap waveguide does not require conductive

connection between the top and the bottom plates opens up

for more cost-effective manufacture methods to be used in

millimeter wave and THz applications.

Fig. 1. Half-height pin form for gap waveguide technology.

The parallel-plate stop-band of gap waveguides are most

often realized by periodic pins, although many other periodic

structures can also be used [16]–[18]. Different pin forms

are possible, such as square pins [1], circular pins [16], the

inverted pyramid-shaped pins [17] and the double cone pins

[18]. The first two are the basic forms and the last two are

the variations for wideband applications. However, all forms

require in principle close to quarter-wavelength long pins.

Such long pins may cause some problems for fabrication,

especially for mass production. Therefore, a shorter pin form

is preferred. In the current paper, we propose half-height pin

form in both plates to reduce the fabrication difficulty, instead

of the full-height pins in one of them. We analyze carefully

the stop-band characteristics of the new pin form at Ka and

V bands, and we design and simulate a ridge gap waveguide

with half-height pins and two 90
o bends for verification.

II. GEOMETRY OF THE NEW PIN FORM AND ITS

STOP-BAND CHARACTERISTIC

A unit cell of the half-height pin is shown in Fig. 1. It has an

air gap h between the upper and the lower pins. The optimal

value of the pin’s length is about half of the regular pins,

which is the reason for its name, denoted as d/2. The width

of the pin is w, then is the period p of the half-height pin. With

the aid of the Eigenmode slover in CST [19], we investigate

how the parameters affects the stop-band characteristic of the

half-height pin. Fig. 2 gives the dispersion diagram of a ridge

gap waveguide with half-height pins as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Here the ridge is also of half-height, so the gap waveguide

is actually a double ridge gap waveguide. From Fig. 2(b),



(a) The model of the ridge with period pins.
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(b) The dispersion diagram.

Fig. 2. Dispersion diagram of the double ridge gap waveguide with half-
height pins, where p = 2.08 mm, d = 1.39 mm, h = 0.07 mm, w = 1.25
mm.

we can see that the double ridge gap waveguide has a single

dominate (basic) mode propagation band over 31.8-73.2 GHz,

and the propagation mode is a Quasi-TEM mode because its

propagation parameter follows that of the light line.

III. DOUBLE-BEND TRANSMISSION LINE DESIGN AND

THE TRANSITION TO STANDARD WAVEGUIDES

To verify the transmission characteristic of the gap waveg-

uide with new half-height pin form, double ridge gap waveg-

uide with two 90
o bends has been designed. Fig. 3 is the

geometry of the transmission line with the two 90
o bends.

Here, the waveport used in CST is defined as the width pw
and the height ph, where pw is set as the width of the ridge

and plus the spacing to the closest pins on either side, ph is

the height of the double ridge and the air gap between them,

and for these parameters, good transmission can be obtained.

The simulated S parameters are plotted in Fig. 4 and 2D color

figures showing the vertical E field distribution between the

upper and lower ridges are plotted in Fig. 5. As shown in the

figure, the field follows the ridge very well from 30-70 GHz.

Fig. 6 shows the S parameters of two 90
o bends transmission

line with regular pins, which has the same dimension with the

half-height pins. It can be concluded they have very similar

transmission characteristic.

Considering the measurement, we need transitions from

standard waveguides to the double ridge gap waveguide with

two 90
o bends. Since the operation bandwidth for the gap

waveguide is from 31.8-73.2 GHz, we need two transitions

to different standard waveguides: one to Ka band standard

Fig. 3. Geometry of the double ridge gap waveguide with two 90
o bends

based on half-height pins, where wr = 1.8 mm, g = 0.83 mm, dx = dy =

1.45 mm. Note that the upper half is hidden for clear presentation.
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Fig. 4. The simulated S parameters for the double ridge gap waveguide with
two 90

o bends based on half-height pins.

Fig. 5. The field distribution of the double ridge gap waveguide with two
90

o bends based on half-height pins at different frequencies.

waveguide WR-28 and the other to V band standard waveguide

WR-15. For the Ka band transition, it is not easy to get good

results by simple direct transformation of the geometry since

the size of the gap waveguide will make the dominate modes

at Ka band below cutoff. We tried several different transitions,

and finally we chose a polynomial function profile for the ridge

and cavity as shown in Fig. 7(a). This gave good matching.

The simulated results for this transition are shown in Fig. 8(a),

where the reflection coefficient (S11) is lower than -13 dB over

the whole Ka band. For the V band transition, four stepped

ridges are used, and then the height is changed to the standard

waveguide by tapering, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 8(b) is the
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Fig. 6. The simulated S parameters for the double ridge gap waveguide with
two 90

o bends based on full-height pins.

final results for V band transition and the reflection coefficient

reaches below -14 dB within the transmission band. All the

values of the parameters are given in Table I.

(a) Ka band transition.

(b) V band transition.

Fig. 7. Two transitions from the half-height ridge gap waveguide in Fig. 3 to
standard waveguides WR-28 and WR-15. Note that the upper half is hidden
for clear presentation.

After connecting the double ridge transmission line in Fig.

3 with the V band transition in Fig. 7(b), we get the results

shown in Fig. 9, it can be seen that the reflection coefficient

reaches below -8 dB within the transmission band.

We are making a prototype for measurement to verify the

simulated results.

In addition, we also have done some simulation work about

the sensitivity for alignment of the top and bottom layer pins.
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(a) Ka band transition.
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(b) V band transition.

Fig. 8. Simulated results for the Ka and V band transitions.
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Fig. 9. The simulated S parameters for double ridge gap waveguide with
two 90

o bends with V band transition.

If the alignment offset distance is less than 0.1mm, it will not

influence the transmission performance. Later we will do this



experiment to verify it.

TABLE I
THE PARAMETER VALUES FOR FIG. 7

Parameter la lb ha hb t wt

Value(mm) 2.92 3.15 0.98 1.58 40.1 5.5

Parameter lc ld le lf va vb

Value(mm) 1.18 1.29 1.22 1.30 3.76 1.88

Parameter hc hd he hf wa wb

Value(mm) 0.64 0.45 0.22 0.13 7.11 3.56

IV. CONCLUSION

A new pin form, referred to as the half-height pin, in gap

waveguide technology has been presented. It has a similar

stop-band characteristic as the previous regular full-height

metal pin used in gap waveguide technology, but half-height

pins must be provided at both the upper and lower surfaces,

not only one of them as in the regular gap waveguide. This

reduced height can reduce the fabrication difficulty, especially

for mass production. A double ridge gap waveguide with half-

height pins has been designed for verification. The simulated

results showed that the ridge gap waveguide with the new

pin form has the similar performance as that of the ridge gap

waveguide with regular pins. Thus, this new pin form provides

a flexibility of choosing different pin forms in gap waveguide

technology for low-cost manufacture.

The half-height pin gap waveguide is protected by a pending

patent [20].
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